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Period Theme Details Blog Social media
Week 1 

(Apr 20-26)

Keeping in 
touch

Emphasise the importance 
of keeping in touch with 
others for personal safety. 
Inform of some possible 
dangers with online 
communication and 
relationships.

Online dating Campaign launch, Intro to interactive 
hashtag, checking up on your 
friends, online dating, 
Infographic-online bullying, celebrity 
quote, understanding sexual 
relationships - safe sex

Online bullying

Sexual relationships

Week 2 

(Apr 27-May 3)

Mental health Introduce ways to take 
care of mental health. 
Share skills to deal with 
overall depression and 
give motivation.

New skills and routine New skills and hobbies, celebrity 
quote, International dance day, 
dealing with depression and anxiety, 
infographic - depression, 
infographic-anxiety, celebrity quote, 
fake news 

Depression and anxiety

Online light relief

Confidence and motivation

Week 3 

(May 4-10)

Looking after 
your body 

For physical health and 
safety, remind the risk of 
alcohol and substance 
abuse. Increase 
awareness of RESOLVEit 
by introducing its self 
defence moves and skills.

Drinking alcohol Dangers of alcohol, micro-celeb and 
Infographic - alcohol, interactive 
hashtag, celebrity quote, drug 
misuse, infographic - drug, 
meditation, celebrity quote, activities 
to do (alone) outside, goodbye from 
us

Drugs and addiction

Mindfulness



Campaign
Period

W1

W2

W3

Content Timeline



Upload: 20 April, 9:30

Instagram Facebook Twitter

  

Hi everyone! We are five students from 
Cardiff Uni taking over RESOLVEit’s 
Instagram for the next three weeks! We 
will be starting fun challenges and 
sharing top tips on how to stay 
#SafeandSane in your homes during 
these crazy times. Stay tuned (emoji)
#SafeandSane

Hi everyone! We are five students from 
Cardiff Uni taking over RESOLVEit’s 
Facebook for the next three weeks! We 
will be starting fun challenges and 
sharing top tips on how to stay 
#SafeandSane in your homes during 
these crazy times. Check out our 
Instagram (@resolveitcic) to see what’s 
going down (emoji)

Hi everyone! We are five students from 
Cardiff Uni taking over RESOLVEit’s 
Twitter for the next three weeks! Watch 
this space for top tips on how to stay 
#SafeandSane during these crazy 
times and head on over to our 
Instagram (@resolveitcic) for fun 
challenges!

Campaign Launch
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

What’s your secret to staying 
#SafeandSane? Whether you’re having 
mad Skype parties, baking away the 
boredom with banana bread or bingeing 
on Netflix, take a photo and post it with 
the caption “I’m staying #SafeandSane 
by…”. And then tag @resolveitcic and 
your mates to do the same!
#SafeandSane

What’s your secret to staying 
#SafeandSane? Whether you’re having 
mad Skype parties, baking away the 
boredom with banana bread or bingeing 
on Netflix, take a photo and post it to IG 
with the caption “I’m staying 
#SafeandSane by…”. And then tag 
@resolveitcic and your mates to do the 
same!
#SafeandSane

What’s your secret to staying 
#SafeandSane? Check out ours and 
everyone else’s on Instagram and get 
involved! *link*

Intro to interactive hashtag
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Feel like you’ve been cooped up inside 
forever? Same here (emoji) Keeping 
connected is a great way to stay 
#SafeandSane 

Feel like you’ve been cooped up inside 
forever? Same here (emoji) We’re all in 
this together! Why not put on a Skype 
party with your best pals or reach out to 
that old friend you haven’t talked to in 
years? Keeping connected is a great 
way to stay #SafeandSane 

Feel like you’ve been cooped up inside 
forever? Same here (emoji) Keeping 
connected is a great way to stay 
#SafeandSane 

Checking up on your friends
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Isolation ruining your spring fling? Ideas 
on how to keep the flame alive are up 
on our blog now *link*
#SafeandSane #sexting #nudes 
#dating

Isolation ruining your spring fling? Ideas 
on how to keep the flame alive are up 
on our blog now: *link*
#SafeandSane

To sext or not to sext? That is the 
question.. *link to blog* #SafeandSane

Online dating
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Don’t let anyone steal your sparkle! 
(emoji) Check out our blog if you feel 
like you need some help dealing with 
online bullying: *blog link*
#SafeandSane #cyberbullying

Seeking help for online bullying? Look 
no further *blog link* #SafeandSane

Seeking help for online bullying? Look 
no further *blog link* #SafeandSane

Infographic - Online bullying
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Take inspiration from our fave Will 
Smith during these crazy times. There’s 
no point fretting about the changes 
these crazy circumstances have had on 
your life, stay #SafeandSane and 
appreciate the little things! *twinkly star 
emoji*
#inspirationalquote #WillSmith

Celebrity quote

NO UPLOADS NO UPLOADS
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

In self isolation with your lover and 
need some advice? We have a great 
blog post all about having healthy 
sexual relationships, so that you guys 
can have fun and stay safe! *wink 
emoji” *blog link*
#SafeandSane #safesex #relationships

Things are getting hot and heavy? If 
you needs some advice on how to have 
more fun and less worries in your 
sexual relationships, take a look at our 
blog: link.   
#SafeandSane

Things are getting hot and heavy? If 
you needs some advice on how to have 
more fun and less worries in your 
sexual relationships, take a look at our 
blog: link.   
#SafeandSane

Understanding sexual relationships - safe sex

Image
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Our #SafeandSane campaign gang are 
allllll about those positive vibes! 
Zendaya said it best - why dwell on 
negativity? Think of how amazing it’ll be 
to reunite with your friends and family 
once all this is over *emoji*
#SafeandSane #Positivity #Zendaya

Celebrity quote

NO UPLOADS NO UPLOADS
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Paint-by-numbers time-lapse

Bored in the house and you’re in the house 
bored?*wink emoji* There are so many 
great things you can do to occupy your 
spare time! Painting, baking, learning a 
language… Skype calls and TikToks too! 
Check out our blog
#SafeandSane

Bored in the house and you’re in 
the house bored?*wink emoji* 
There are so many great things 
you can do.. Take a look at our 
blog for ideas!
#SafeandSane

Bored in the house and you’re in the 
house bored?*wink emoji* There are so 
many great things you can do! Take a 
look at our blog for ideas *link*
#SafeandSane

New skills and hobbies
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Wise words from the legend that is Oprah Winfrey! 
Please know that if you are feeling down or lost, 
everything happens for a reason! We’ve seen so 
much positivity online, with everyone’s hopes about 
what the world will be like once everything is back to 
‘normal’. If anything good can come from this 
situation then I hope it’s that everybody is a little 
more kind, a little more compassionate and a little 
more grateful going forward. #SafeandSane 
#Positivity #Oprah

Celebrity quote

NO UPLOADS NO UPLOADS
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It’s International Dance Day! (emoji) Go 
on, bust a move in your Stories! 

#SafeandSane #InternationalDanceDay

International Dance Day

NO UPLOADSNO UPLOADS
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Social distancing means you are left alone 
with your thoughts more often than usual, 
which can be tough for some! It’s ok to 
have down days and unproductive days. If 
you want to spend an entire day in front of 
Netflix because you feel like that’s what 
you need, then do it *emoji*. Find out more 
about how to deal with these feelings… 
*blog link*
#SafeandSane
#Depression #Anxiety #Help 
#MentalHealth

Social distancing means you are left 
alone with your thoughts more often 
than usual, which can be tough for 
some! It’s ok to have down days and 
unproductive days. If you want to spend 
an entire day in front of Netflix because 
you feel like that’s what you need, then 
do it *emoji*. Find out more about how 
to deal with these feelings… *blog link*
#SafeandSane

In times of isolation and uncertainty, 
dark thoughts can easily send us 
spiraling down. To find some help, have 
a read through our latest blog:
*blog link*
#SafeandSane

Dealing with depression and anxiety

Image
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Feeling down from time to time is normal, 
but constantly feeling tired and hopeless 
can be a sign of a deeper issue. Keep an 
eye out for your friends and stay mindful of 
your own condition. Seek help when 
needed! #SafeandSane

Feeling down from time to time is 
normal, but constantly feeling tired and 
hopeless can be a sign of a deeper 
issue. Keep an eye out for your friends 
and stay mindful of your own condition. 
Seek help when needed! 
#SafeandSane

Keep an eye out for your friends and 
stay mindful of your own condition. 
Seek help when needed! 
#SafeandSane #Depression 
#MentalHealth

Infographic - Depression
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Remember, YOU are enough and YOU 
have got this! Times are uncertain but 
“this too, will pass”
#SafeandSane

Remember, YOU are enough and YOU 
have got this! Times are uncertain but 
“this too, will pass”
#SafeandSane

Remember, YOU are enough and YOU 
have got this! Times are uncertain but 
“this too, will pass”
#SafeandSane

Infographic - Anxiety
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Listen to Queen B *bumblebee emoji*! 
You’re stronger than you think, and we 
hope every single one of you have a 
lovely weekend, whatever it is you find 
yourself doing. Check out our blog for a 
bit of motivation! *blog link*
#SafeandSane

You’re stronger than you think, and we 
hope every single one of you have a 
lovely weekend, whatever it is you find 
yourself doing. Check out our blog for a 
bit of motivation! *blog link*
#SafeandSane

Listen to Queen B *bumblebee emoji*! 
You’re stronger than you think. *blog 
link*
#SafeandSane

Celebrity quote
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

In the words of Donald Trump… FAKE 
NEWS! With us all being bombarded 
with news at the moment, it’s so 
important to recognise the fake news 
and the sensationalist headlines. For 
some suggestions of how to avoid 
negative news online, check out or blog 
*online light relief blog post*  
#SafeandSane 

In the words of Donald Trump… FAKE 
NEWS! With us all being bombarded 
with news at the moment, it’s so 
important to recognise the fake news 
and the sensationalist headlines. For 
some suggestions of how to avoid 
negative news online, check out or blog 
*online light relief blog post*  
#SafeandSane

In the words of Donald Trump...FAKE 
NEWS! Avoid it and find some light 
relief*emoji* *online light relief blog 
post*  
#SafeandSane

Fake news

Image
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It’s tricky not to drink too much when 
you’re… bored in the house and in the 
house bored *wink emoji*
Know your limits so that you can still 
have fun during isolation! Cheers *beer 
emoji* *blog link*
#SafeandSane

It’s tricky not to drink too much when 
you’re… bored in the house and in the 
house bored *wink emoji*
Know your limits so that you can still 
have fun during isolation! Cheers *beer 
emoji* *blog link*
#SafeandSane

It’s tricky not to drink too much when 
you’re… bored in the house and in the 
house bored *wink emoji*
Know your limits so that you can still 
have fun during isolation! Cheers *beer 
emoji* *blog link*
#SafeandSane

Dangers of alcohol 
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

The BASICS of what you need to know 
about your drinking habits from the 
lovely Meg. Cheers *pint emoji*

Following today’s blog post… swot up 
on the basics! Cheers *pint emoji*

Following today's blog post… swot up 
on the basics! Cheers *pint emoji*

Micro-celeb and Infographic - alcohol
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Remember, get involved and let us 
know what you’re doing to stay 
#SafeandSane *emoji* 
Post a picture to your IG of what you’re 
up to, tag us and tag your mates to do 
the same *emojis*

Interactive hashtag

NO UPLOADS NO UPLOADS
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Make the most of TODAY! If we’ve 
learned anything from the past few 
months it’s that life can change quickly. 
Nothing is guaranteed - so start your 
day by making a little list of things your 
grateful for to set you up with a positive 
start *strong arm emoji* #SafeandSane

Celebrity quote

NO UPLOADS NO UPLOADS
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Looking for an escape? (drug emoji) 
Make sure you know what you’re 
getting into! Read up on drug misuse in 
our latest blog post: link. 
#SafeandSane

Looking for an escape? (drug emoji) 
Make sure you know what you’re 
getting into! Read up on drug misuse in 
our latest blog post: link. 
#SafeandSane

Stay SAFE! Read up on drug misuse in 
our latest blog post: link. 
#SafeandSane

Drug misuse

Image
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Following our earlier blog post, here are 
the basics you need to know! No matter 
what the circumstances are, you should 
always look out for your friends *emoji* 
*blog link*
#SafeandSane

Following our earlier blog post, here are 
the basics you need to know! No matter 
what the circumstances are, you should 
always look out for your friends *emoji* 
*blog link*
#SafeandSane

Drug use - the basics!  *emoji* 
*blog link*
#SafeandSane

Infographic - Drug 
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

Where you want to be...vs where we all 
actually are!*laughing emoji*
I’m sure, like us, you’d much rather be 
sunning yourself somewhere hot! But 
for now, enjoy the rare time out, 
Meditation can be such a great way to 
process your thoughts and force 
yourself to relax. Read more on our 
blog! *blog link*

I’m sure, like us, you’d much rather be 
sunning yourself somewhere hot! But 
for now, enjoy the rare time out, 
Meditation can be such a great way to 
process your thoughts and force 
yourself to relax. Read more on our 
blog! *blog link*

Enjoy the rare time out! Meditation can 
be such a great way to process your 
thoughts and force yourself to relax. 
Read more on our blog! *blog link*

Meditation
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Instagram Facebook Twitter

And our final celebrity quote of the 
campaign… Remember the road to 
success is different for everyone, and 
we all progress in different ways. It’s so 
important to make your own happiness 
a priority, so fill your time with things 
that you love . #SafeandSane

Celebrity quote

NO UPLOADS NO UPLOADS
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Here in Cardiff we're lucky to have some 
lovely places to go for our daily walks! Fresh 
air and exercise are crucial to staying 
#SafeandSane. Go for a run, walk the dog, 
whatever suits you! If you're not a runner the 
'Couch to 5k' app is a great way of gradually 
getting you into it, with a bit of celebrity 
moral support in your ear too!wink emoji"

Here in Cardiff we're lucky to have some lovely 
places to go for our daily walks! Fresh air and 
exercise are crucial to staying #SafeandSane. 
Go for a run, walk the dog, whatever suits you! 
If you're not a runner the 'Couch to 5k' app is a 
great way of gradually getting you into it, with 
a bit of celebrity moral support in your ear 
too!wink emoji"

Getting in our daily exercise so we stay 
#SafeandSane here in sunny Cardiff! 
emojis

Activities to do (alone) outside

Image
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Thank you SO MUCH from all of the 
team behind #SafeandSane! We have 
really enjoyed sharing our ideas and 
advice with you guys, and we hope 
you’ve enjoyed it too. Remember, take 
care of yourself, stay #SafeandSane 
and keep up to date with RESOLVEit! 

Thank you SO MUCH from all of the 
team behind #SafeandSane! We have 
really enjoyed sharing our ideas and 
advice with you guys, and we hope 
you’ve enjoyed it too. Remember, take 
care of yourself, stay #SafeandSane 
and keep up to date with RESOLVEit!

Thank you SO MUCH from all of the 
team behind #SafeandSane! We have 
really enjoyed sharing our ideas and 
advice with you guys, and we hope 
you’ve enjoyed it too. Remember, take 
care of yourself, stay #SafeandSane 
and keep up to date with RESOLVEit! 

Goodbye from us
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